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:Jordan Seismological Observatory tasks  
 The main objective of the Jordan Seismological Observatory is 

to assess the seismic situation in the Kingdom and work to 

reduce the severity of cooperation with all the relevant Jordanian 

institutions . To achieve this objective, the Observatory the 

following tasks:  
1 - do seismic monitoring continuous clock and analysis of 

seismic records for data extraction and evaluation and archiving .  
2 - to perpetuate the work of seismic monitoring networks ( 

Allmtre , strong motion , mobile and broadband ) through 

periodic maintenance and repair . 
 3 - seismic mapping ( temporal and spatial ) and seismic risk 

maps . 
 4 - the exchange of information with the seismic observatories in 

the World League and when you need to get to a complementary 

seismic data and seismic information to secure all the relevant 

authorities in Jordan . 
 5 - coordinate and work with the relevant official bodies to 

reduce seismic risk in the Kingdom and to contribute to the 

programs of studies and education and awareness of seismic 

hazards . 
 6 - Report stakeholders in Jordan in the event of seismic activity. 
7 - locate active faults and quality of traffic on them.  
8 - the issuance of various journals monthly and annual seismic 

activities in the Kingdom and neighboring areas . 

Stages of the evolution of the Jordan Seismological Observatory : 
 

Began the first phase of  the establishment of  Seismological Observatory of  Jordan in cooperation 

with the U.S. Geological Survey to establish eight stations have been deployed in the area 

between the King Talal Dam and Ma'in , where they were greeted seismic information officially on 

7 September 1983 at the observatory , located in the Natural Resources Authority Over The time 

through the transmitters and receivers . By the end of  1990 was the completion of  the stages of  

the establishment of  seismic stations that covered all parts of  the Kingdom and the 17 station , 

and the goal of  this network is to record seismic activity tangible and intangible in Jordan and 

neighboring areas through which are defined situation seismic in Jordan . In 1990 he was created 

Seismological Network of  the movement strong and the number of  stations 27 stations distributed 

over the cities and dams Kingdom important , the goal of  this network is to record the values of 

ground acceleration in installations when exposed to the waves of  seismic , and these values are 

important in the design of  resistance to the action of  earthquakes. 
 

 

Mechanism for monitoring and analysis of earthquakes : 
  

The process of monitoring earthquakes by sending seismic information from different locations of 

stations in the Kingdom by V-Sat and phone around the clock , to the observatory , located in a position 

of authority in the ( Seer - Eighth Circle ) , through the receivers so special , which in turn nourish 

computers equipped with software for the discovery of earthquakes , recording and performing the 

multiple calculations from which to select information earthquakes of other information received by the 

Center from across the UK , and this information is saved in the form of files consisting their names 

consist of the year, month and day. For the purpose of analyzing the recorded files based Alsaesmologi 

analyzes the information contained in the file by selecting the time of the arrival of seismic waves and 

the time of the record waveform for each station and then analyzed by a special software so that gives 

information about the actual time of occurrence of the tremor and the location , strength, and depth and 

other information , and this information is fed to the mapper which is developing centers of earthquakes 

on the map of the region. 

 
 
 

Introduction 
 
The Jordan Seismological Observatory began routine operation in September 1983. 

Seismic data being telemetered via radio on assigned frequencies to the recording center 

at the Natural Resources Authority building in Amman. 

.  

:Observatory site globally 
The Seismological Observatory of  Jordan the first Arab observatory integrated so that was covering the entire 

territory of  Jordan in the Arab region, and the strongest observatories leader in the field of  seismology, which make 

it a focus of  attention of  our Arab brothers for training, where he was training some professionals observatories the 

earthquakes in Yemen, Sudan, Libya, Oman, Kuwait and Iraq and Palestine. Globally, the Observatory enjoy a good 

reputation among the global seismic are communicating with the exchange of  seismic bulletins. 

 

Coordination with the 

concerned authorities in 

Jordan :  
Observatory good relationship with those 

involved in the subject of earthquakes in 

Jordan such as civil defense , which is 

associated with direct phone line with the 

observatory from which to develop involved in 

civil defense situation seismic , if necessary, as 

they are provided with the report of a daily 

seismic activity that is being monitored by the 

national network , whether locally or regionally 

or away . There is also a good relationship with 

the Building Research Center at the Royal 

Scientific Society where they are discussing 

many issues of concern to the engineering 

sector , in addition to the post section in many 

of the technical committees of national seismic 

–related. 
 

The relationship between the comprehensive ban on nuclear testing and Seismological Observatory  
Organization of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test international institution belonging to the United Nations was created so that 

monitor nuclear explosions in the land, sea and air through an extensive international network of stations seismic constitute 

Seismograph Station Jordan in the hill yellow and one of them where this station monitoring around the clock and are related to 

the Information Center International Vienna - Austria via satellite , as well as with the seismological Observatory of Jordan is 

through satellite transmission of information from the station at any time , as there are three other networks working with the 

seismic network to complete the surveillance operations , a network monitoring radiation , and monitoring network under the 

audio and network monitoring voice water . It should be noted here that the Jordan of the first countries signed and ratified the 

Convention, which will enter into force and cram in the case of Group signed the 44 States in the nuclear world. 
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